THE    G&0WTH    OF   SENTIMENTS
But in the case of literature, music, aH forms 01 pictorial
art, there is no such justification for the hours that have
been given at school. If such subjects were taught in such
a way that the pupil did not wish to continue their training,
we cannot easily justify their place in an overcrowded
curriculum. The plea that the children enjoyed such
occupations does not cam* much weight, for they would
probably have enjoyed a cinema more. Nor does ' enjoy-
ment * mean very much if it does not urge one to seek for
similar experience.
Hence, whereas in subjects that have a definite ' utility J
value a great deal of stress is laid on the intellectual aspect
of the art of learning, in subjects which have an aesthetic
value the stress is on methods of training ' appreciation'
or the sentiment of love for some definite form or forms of
beauty. It follows that to teachers of literature, music,
painting or any form of art, the study of the conditions of
the growth of sentiments is most important and the * special
method' of their craft is mainly based on the application
of psychology to their own problems.
Hence in a sense the following general conditions that
should be observed when our aim is to give joy rather than
information make a brief summary of emotional education.
 (1)	Pleasure tends to encourage repetition of aa ex-
perience, to rouse thought and an active search for similar
experience.   We discuss the books in which we are inter-
ested, not these in which authorities think we ought to
be interested, and we are eager to read mote of the same
type.
 (2)	The emotional reaction of pleasure is in many cases
spontaneous—a reaction of our temperament or intimate
inner self to some congenial experience.   We should be
hard put to it to say why one sonata moves us to the dqptita
and another, that critics tell us is equally well made,
us mildly interested.   Such personal  idiosyncrasies
equally at the root of friendships both with people

